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Welcome Paul M. Jackowitz
Chapter Moderator

CEREMONY, Remotely on Zoom
approximately 7:00 PM

UPE Officials:

President – Evan Esposito, ’21
Vice-President – Thomas Maccari, ’21
Secretary – Justin Thomas, ’21
Treasurer – James Ruff, ’21
Directors – Sean McTiernan, ’20, G’21
Michael Wynn, ’21

Closing

2021 INDUCTEES

Sabrina M. Alvarez, Undergraduate
Kevin D. Bowery, Undergraduate
Elizabeth F. Carpenter, Undergraduate
Eric W. Dittmar, Undergraduate
Timothy A. Gallagher, Undergraduate
Patrick J. Gioino, Undergraduate
Gillian R. Herschlag, Undergraduate
Harshdeep Kahlon, Undergraduate
Guanqiao Ma, Graduate
Matthew S. Mills, Undergraduate
Ashley E. Mullan, Undergraduate
Alexander Rudniy Faculty Inductee
Dennis J. Sweeney, Undergraduate
Donald J. Vispi, Graduate